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About This Content

Download the Headstart Pack and receive the stunning Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren 722 GT, a RaceNet bonus and make your
in-game cash go further with a 15% discount on all purchases from GRID 2’s online vehicle and upgrade store.
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Title: GRID 2 - Headstart Pack
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Racing, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Codemasters

 b4d347fde0 

 Minimum

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 15 GB HD space

Video Card: Intel HD Graphics 3000 / AMD HD2600 / NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX®: 11

Sound: Direct X compatible soundcard

Additional: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Supported Graphics Cards: Intel HD Graphics 3000, Intel HD Graphics 4000, Intel Graphics 5200.
AMD Radeon HD2600 or higher, HD3650 or higher, HD4550 or higher, HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series.
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or higher, 9500 or higher, GTX220 or higher, GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series: AMD
Fusion A8 or higher.

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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This game comes with 2 games Incoming and Incoming Forces. Incoming forces does not work and will run in the background
until you nuke it with control+alt+delete. I really wish they would fix it because I grew up playing incoming and I want to know
what incoming forces is like.

Incoming is a game I played as a kid and even though it hasn't aged well it's a blast to play. For it's time it was pretty amazing.
Basically it's dirt cheap and worth playing for the nostalgia factor. If for nothing else the sound track is amazing if you are a fan
of techno.. its a fun short speed orianted game but there are a few problems

you can start the level when the screen is white this makes the speed element not as important(im not sure if its a feature
because i felt some of the levels i barely made even when i moved when the screen was white

On the glue lvls when going over ledges on to another glue platform u can get stuck because u cant get under the
platform

the teleporters on the lvls go on sort of a timer and u can be teleported by getting close while lining up a jump

other than those previous minor problems it was challenging but not frustrating

9/10. Not sure how to feel about this.
The gameplay is neat, but the "horror" is really lacking
Levels were fun (except the final level, that sucked). Actually a super fun game, I rate it a solid 10\/10. I hope that more people
would come play this game. Very Smash like as well.. Pretty amusing. I would say definitly worth a buy.
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The game won't start as it crash right away and the dev didn't bother to answer.(it was weeks ago).. Funny approach and so far
so good! i'm keen to know what futre updates will bring.. Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/YTWWrcwv0Ug

Citadel 1987 brings back memories of Commander Keen. Tight platforming where you take on common household items and
food to collect keys. Get 5 keys and you can advance through the door to the next area. At Citadel's cheap price point it's really
hard to go wrong. It's clear a lot of care and attention was put into this title. The levels are well thought out, a charming little
background story and plenty of new obstacles to tackle. In my time with the game it didn't get repetitive whatsoever (there's
even multiple versions of each enemy type, SO NICE WELL DONE!)

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with this game! 10\/10. Very scary. Immersive puzzles. The tight corridors and atmospheric
music really sets the tone.. Zup! 3 is a great way to diminish the efforts of people that, in my opinion, waste their time
trying to simply increase the total number of achievements they have on Steam. Because, let's face it, at the end of the day
it's just a money game, right? Plus you are suffering through some pretty crappy titles in this race, too. And who wins?

Honestly, I'd like to fund a game where you get one million achievements for simply clicking 'start'. I'm driven by
achievements within games, but certainly not total amounts within Steam.

I get that Steam in itself can be a game, but don't you feel at that point that you are just being tricked by marketing? I
*love* Steam. In some ways, I'm a Steam fanboy, but I generally know when I'm being duped. Yeah, I spent some money on
cards from time-to-time, but I am aware of its stupidity and feel dumb about it. I should also note, that the money I spend is
generally 'pocket change' and certainly not substantial.

Again, these are my opinions, but if you get the feeling you are running a race that can be won with money, everyone is
likely to lose (except whoever is selling to you).

===

Beyond the elephant-in-the-room achievement novelty, Zup! 3 is actually a cute little puzzle game. I've played worse, for
much more money.. legendary game, barely worth a buck though. I can play this game all day, everyday.

At first it might seem hard to play, but really, you just need a lot of practice maneuvering, strategizing and what not and it will
be tons of fun to play.

*I nominated this game for the "5 more minutes award..". I doubt it would win, but this game definitely was the reason why I
had eye bags all the time.*. Is there a easy mode for idiots like me? I am stuck at lvl2.... Usually we used to have game modes
like easy, medium hard, in this game they have invented camera mode that's impossible to master cos *spoiler alert* there ain't
any controlling options. As a bonus you also get an unoptimized game that motivates you to exit it and write a review to not
recommend it to anyone at all ^_^ If you want to try this title I'd highly recommend the first one.. Genuinely the most restrictive
boss rush game I've played.

You've only got one option for attacking: a singular arrow that you have to recall after you fire it. Sounds cool on paper, right?
Dear lord, the bosses I was able to fight were infuriatingly unfun. Gimmickey bs doesn't justify longevity\/replay ability
especially since you can only roll, sprint, or shoot a singular arrow.

I realize that I keep circling back to the singular arrow aspect of the game, but boss rush games usually provide more than one
way to confront a boss... AND THAT'S WHAT MAKES THEM FUN. RESTRICTING YOUR PLAYER TO ONLY ONE
MODE OF ATTACK\/ METHOD OF DEALING WITH A BOSS DOESN'T MAKE IT FUN IN A BOSS. RUSH. GAME.

Overall, just play Shadow of the Colossus (as this game seems to be heavily inspired by it) or FURI (better overall design,
gameplay, boss design, environments for each boss, etc.).
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